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Abstract. In recent years, a web service architecture namely microser-
vices has attracted attention. Although the microservice architecture
provides various advantages, it also has the disadvantage of making the
root cause analysis of the complicated system. For root cause analysis, it
is important to know the calling relationships between services since the
service may call the other service and the latency of the called service
may be wrong. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a method to infer
the calling relationship between the services from communication logs
observed from outside of the services.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, a web service architecture namely microservices has attracted
attention. In the microservice architecture, a web system is structured as a collec-
tion of loosely coupled services, and the services in the microservice architecture
communicate via web APIs [5]. Microservice architecture was originally a spon-
taneously generated technique from companies with huge web system, such as
Amazon and Netflix. Lewis et al. named the technique microservices [4].

There are various advantages of microservice architecture, including diver-
sity of technologies, resilience, scalability, reliability, reusability and agility [2].
There are disadvantages, however, to constructing a web system as a distributed
system [3], one of which is the complexity of root cause analysis. For root cause
analysis, it is important to know the calling relationships between services since
the service may call the other service and the latency of the called service may
be wrong. It is thus difficult to discover the cause of a processing delay or error
from the services since there are dozens or hundreds of services in a microservice
architecture.

In the microservice architecture, a distributed tracing system, such as Open-
Zipkin1 and OpenTracing2, are the most famous methods for solving this prob-
lem. However, in order to use OpenZipkin and OpneTracing, it is necessary to
1 http://zipkin.io/.
2 http://opentracing.io/.
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modify the source code of each service. This forms large barriers toward the use
of these methods since developers must add codes and libraries that are specific
to the distributed tracing system. In addition, Aguilera et al. [1] proposed meth-
ods that can trace the system without modifications to the source code of the
services, their methods do not consider reusability, scalability and agility of the
microservice architecture.

Therefore, in this paper, we propose a method for inferring the calling rela-
tionship between the services from communication logs observed from outside of
the services. We call the trigger message as the parent message, and the triggered
message by the parent message as the child message.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We describe our assump-
tions in Sect. 2. We explain our method for inferring the parents from commu-
nication logs in Sect. 3. We then evaluate the accuracy of our method in Sect. 4.
Finally, we provide our conclusions in Sect. 5.

2 Assumptions

The typical examples of systems based on microservice architecture are A huge
EC site and online movie site. Figure 1 shows our assumed environment. Each
service is developed and operated by the independent team. In addition, each
service is constantly updated and new services are added to the system at any
time. Each service runs in cooperation with loosely coupled with other services.

A large-scale web system

Adding new feature

Updating

Redundancy

Adding new instance

means each service

Fig. 1. The assumed environment.

Each service is often executed as a container application, since the character-
istics of the container, such as portability and agility, match well for the microser-
vice architecture. A container management infrastructure, such as Kubernetes3

and Cloud Foundry4, is often used to manage the container.

3 https://kubernetes.io/.
4 https://www.cloudfoundry.org/.
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The advantages of the microservice architecture are various, including diver-
sity of technologies, resilience, scalability, reliability, reusability and agility. How-
ever, in the microservice architecture, it is very difficult to find out the cause
when a processing delay or an error occurs, since the configuration of the system
changes from time to time. Therefore, it is important to know the calling rela-
tionships between services in the microservice architecture. We call the visualized
calling relationships between the services flow.

3 Method for Inferring the Parents

In this section, we propose a method for inferring the calling relationship between
the services in the microservice architecture using communication logs (sender,
receiver, and timestamp) that can be acquired on each server. Our method
assumes that each message was triggered by another message, and collects com-
munication logs of messages received within a given threshold from the sent
time of the child message as the parent candidate messages. After our method
has performed this process for a certain number of messages and obtained a set
of parent candidate messages, it infers the parent messages heuristically.

3.1 Enumeration of the Parent Candidate Messages

Our method infers the calling relationship by assuming that there is another
message that triggered the message of interest. In general, web applications are
listening for connections from clients on specific ports with specific IP addresses.
Here, we define an IP address as IP and the pair of listening IP address and
port of a service as S. In addition, we define a mapping function getip : S → IP .

S1Time S2IP1

TH

TH

Parent candidate of m3
• m1 (Source IP is IP1)
• m2 (Source IP is IP2)m3

IP2 IP3

m6
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Fig. 2. Overview of proposed method for inferring the method.

Figure 2 shows that our method focuses on S1 and enumerates all of the
messages of which the source IP address is getip(S1) (m3 and m6 in the figure)
and that are received within the threshold TH from the sent time of m3 and m6
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(t3 and t6 in the figure) as the parent candidate messages (m1 and m2 for m3,
and m4 and m5 for m6 in the figure). We cannot determine which message is
the parent message if the service receives messages from multiple IP addresses
within the threshold TH. We suppose that the optimal TH is different for each
service. In this paper, for simplicity, we use the same TH for all services.

The amount of communication logs that our method uses for the inferring
varies depending on the purpose. For example, we acquire the communication
logs at all times, and when a failure occurs, our method uses the communication
logs of the past hour to infer the flow to identify the cause.

We define the number of hosts as p and the set of communication logs
acquired on a host Hk(1 ≤ k ≤ p) as Mk = {mk,1,mk,2, . . . ,mk,nk

}. More-
over, we define the source IP address of a communication mk,i as IPsk,i, the
destination IP address as IPrk,i, the destination port number as Prk,i, and the
occurrence time as tk,i. tk,i is the sent time if Hk sent mk,i, and tk,i is the
received time if Hk received mk,i. We define the set CMk,i of the parent can-
didate messages for mk,i. CMk,i is the set of all communications for which the
source IP address is the same as the source IP address IPsk,i of mk,i, and for
which the occurrence time tk,j is before tk,i and after tk,i − TH. So, CMk,i can
be represented as,

CMk,i = {mk,j | IPrk,j = IPsk,i, tk,i − TH < tk,j < tk,i}(1 ≤ j ≤ nk). (1)

3.2 Aggregation of the Parent Candidate Messages

In this section, we aggregate the enumerated set of parent candidate messages
and calculate how often the parent candidates appear, among those appearing in
message from a certain host to a certain service. First, among the communication
logs acquired by a certain host Hk, we enumerate the parent candidates sent to
the service sk,i(1 ≤ i ≤ nsk). Table 1 shows an example of the enumerated parent
candidates. Here, if two or more services are running on one host, it is necessary
to extract only the communication logs by the specific service in the host and
enumerate only the parent candidates sent to the service. The IDs in the table
are allocated in order of occurrence of communication from host Hx to service
sx,y. As for ID3 and ID5, there are cases in which a parent candidate message
includes an IP address more than once among its source IP addresses.

We count the number of the source IP addresses for each parent candidate in
the set of parent candidate messages enumerated in the above. Table 2a shows
the result of counting these using the information in Table 1. If there is no parent
candidate message, we count the number as “None.” Moreover, when a source
IP address appears more than once for a given parent candidate message, we
only count it once. This is because several communications that have the same
source IP address are included in a set of parent candidate messages when the
access frequency from the client is high.
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Table 1. From the communication logs acquired on the host Hx, the set of the parent
candidate messages for communication sent to the service sx,y

Source IP addresses of parent candidate messages

ID1 IP1

ID2 IP1, IP3

ID3 IP1, IP2, IP4, IP1

ID4 IP2, IP5

ID5 IP1, IP1, IP4, IP1

ID6 IP2, IP3

ID7 None

Table 2. Number of source IP addresses appearing as parent candidate messages.

3.3 Inferring the Parent Message

In this section, we guess the parent based on the result of Sect. 3.2 with the
following steps.

1. We select the parent candidate massage for which the source IP address
appears most frequently as the parent message.

2. We check whether the parent message is included in each set of parent can-
didate messages, and exclude those set of parent candidate messages that
include the parent message.

3. We go back to the Step 1 while a set of parent candidate messages exists.

As an example, we apply these steps to Table 2a. In Step 1, IP1 is selected as the
parent message since it has the highest total number of appearances. Next by
applying Step 2, we get Table 2b by excluding the sets of the parent candidate
messages that include IP1. After that, we apply Step 3, which takes us back
to Step 1 by which we select IP2 as the parent message, since it has the most
appearances at this point. In this way, we apply these steps until we finally
select “None” as the parent message and conclude the process. As a result, we
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select the communication from IP1 to H1, IP2 to H1, and “None” as the parent
message of the communication from Hx to sx,y.

4 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our method according to the following three criteria.
We define the set of parent messages in the inferred result as Cresult, the set
of correct parent messages, which we defined in advance, as Ccorrect, and the
intersection of these sets as CTP = Cresult ∩ Ccorrect.

– Precision: The ratio of the number of messages included in the set the correct
parent messages divided by the number of parent messages included in the
inferred result (Precision = |CTP |/|Cresult|).

– Recall: The ratio of the number of messages included in the set of parent
messages in the inferred result divided by the number of correct parent mes-
sages (Recall = |CTP |/|Ccorrect|).

– F-measure: Defined as follows using Precision and Recall:

F =
2 × Precision × Recall

Precision + Recall
. (2)
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Fig. 3. Configurations.

4.1 Evaluation Environment

For the evaluation, we used a system based on microservice architecture that
we implemented by imitating an EC site. Figure 3a shows the configuration of
this system. This system consists of seven services, five of which are services
connected to the database and the other two of which are services accessing
multiple services. The Genre service and the Goods service each call four services
that connect to the database at the same time. After all results are returned to
them, they return results to the user. The implementation languages of the
services and the databases are Go and MySQL, respectively.
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Each service is running as an application on Cloud Foundry. A unique URL
is allocated to each application, and we can access each application using that
URL. Figure 3b shows the communication path to the applications inside Cloud
Foundry. The access from the client to the application is sent to the Router via
HAProxy, and the Router allocates access to instances of each application. When
there are multiple instances of an application, access is sequentially allocated in
a round-robin manner. Each application instance is running as an application
container on the Cell, and each application listens for access at a specific port
on the Cell.

If we applied the method as it is to the Cloud Foundry environment, the
parent message of all messages would be message from the HAProxy to the
Router. Therefore, we added a process to check which message calls the message
from the HAProxy to the Router and to rewrite the sender of the message. That
is, the source of the message from the HAProxy to the Router is replaced by
client or one of the services.

We define the message from component A to component B as [A,B]. In
addition, we call the Goods service and the Genre service Front because client
accesses them first, and we call the other services, which access the database,
Backend.

(a) Precision, Recall, and F-measure
when changing TH.

(b) Effect of changing the number of
services on the F-measure.

Fig. 4. Evaluation results.

4.2 Evaluation Result

Impact of TH. Figure 4a shows the evaluation result of Precision, Recall and F-
measure of our method while changing TH from 0.5 to 20 ms. In this evaluation,
clients only access the Goods service, and a client’s access pattern is equal access
once every 5 s for 5 min. We set the number of each service to 1.

The results show that Recall is low when TH is low, and Precision is low
when TH is high. As a result, the F-measure is highest when 5.5 ≤ TH ≤
12.5. When TH is low, there are few messages included in the set of parent
candidate messages, and the correct parent message is not included in the result.
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On the other hand, when the TH is high, the set of parent candidate messages
includes message that is not correct parent message, and the result also includes
message that is not correct.

The breakdown of the incorrect answers shows that [Client,Router]
is selected as the parent message of [Router,Backend] in addition to
[Goods,Router], which is the correct answer, resulting in low Precision. In the
system that we used for the evaluation, first the client accesses the Goods ser-
vice, and then the Goods service calls the Backend. Therefore, when TH is high,
[Client,Router] is included as parent candidate message of [Router,Backend],
resulting in low Precision.

Impact of the Number of Services. Figure 4b shows the F-measure when
the client accesses only the Goods service and when the client accesses both the
Goods and the Genre services. We set the number of instances of each service
to 1, and we vary TH from 0.5 to 20 ms. In this evaluation, the client’s access
pattern is equal access once every 5 s. When the client accesses both the Goods
and Genre services, the client’s access pattern is equal access once every 5 s
for both the Goods and Genre services, and the Goods and Genre services are
accessed at almost the same time every time.

The results show that the F-measure is lower when the client accesses
both the Goods and Genre services. When the client accesses both the
Goods and Genre services every time, our method cannot determine
whether [Goods,Router] or [Genre,Router] is the correct parent message of
[Router,Backend]. This is because [Goods,Router] and [Genre,Router] are
included in the set of parent candidate messages almost every time, and our
method selects either [Goods,Router] or [Genre,Router] as the parent.

In a real situation, we suppose that it is unrealistic for a client to access
the same several services at almost the same time every time. Even in such a
situation, the F-measure is more than 0.9 when TH > 10, and our method can
mostly infer the calling relationship correctly.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a method to infer the calling relationship between
the services from the communication logs observed outside the services, such as
sender, receiver, and timestamp. Our method assumes that each message is trig-
gered by another message, and infers the trigger message considering scalability
and agility of the microservice architecture. The evaluation results show that
our method can infer the calling relationships with high accuracy.

In the future, we will propose a method that automatically defines the opti-
mal TH. In addition, we will confirm and improve the performance of our method
in real systems based on microservice architecture.
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